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____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Date/Time:   Wednesday, June 5, 2024, at 9:20 a.m. 

Place:      Nashville International Airport – Tennessee Board Room  

Finance Committee Members: Andrew Byrd, Committee Chair 
 Dr. Glenda Glover, Vice Chair 
 Jimmy Granbery 
________________________________________________________________________________________
  

I. CALL TO ORDER 

II. PUBLIC COMMENTS 

No requests for public comment received to date.  Deadline is June 3, 2024 at 9 p.m.  

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES  

May 8, 2024 Minutes of the Joint Meeting of the MNAA and MPC Finance, Diversity & Workforce 
Development Committees 

IV. CHAIR’S REPORT 

V. ITEMS FOR APPROVAL 

1. FY25 Commercial Insurance Policies Renewal 

VI. INFORMATION ITEMS 

1. None. 

VII. ADJOURN 

 

Agenda of the Joint Meeting of the MNAA and MPC 
Finance, Diversity & Workforce Development Committees 
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________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

Date:   May 8 2024        Location:  Metropolitan Nashville Airport Authority 
            Tennessee Boardroom 
Time:   9:33 a.m.     
 
Committee Members Present: Andrew Byrd, Committee Chair; Glenda Glover, 

Committee Vice Chair, Jimmy Granbery 
 
Committee Members Absent:     None 
 
Others Board Members Present: Joycelyn Stevenson, Bobby Joslin, and Nancy Sullivan 
 
MNAA Staff & Guests Present: Doug Kreulen, Neale Bedrock, Lisa Lankford, Trish Saxman 
 Marge Basrai, Kristy Bork, Kristen Deuben, Randy Dorsten 

Adam Floyd, Ijeoma Ike, Eric Johnson, Carrie Logan, Rachel 
Moore, Ted Morrissey, Stacey Nickens, Josh Powell, Robert 
Ramsey, Davita Taylor, and Colleen Von Hoene 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. CALL TO ORDER 

Chair Byrd called the Joint Meeting of the MNAA and MPC Finance, Diversity & Workforce 

Development (Finance) Committees to order at 9:22 a.m. pursuant to Public Notice dated May 6, 

2024. 

 

II. PUBLIC COMMENTS 

Chair Byrd stated there were no public comment requests received. 

 

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

Chair Byrd asked for a motion to approve the April 10, 2024 Minutes of the Joint Meeting of the MNAA 

& MPC Finance, Diversity & Workforce Development (“Finance”) Committees. Vice Chair Glover made 

a motion and Commissioner Granbery seconded the motion.  

 

Chair Byrd asked Ms. Saxman for a roll call:  

Minutes of the Joint Meeting of the MNAA and MPC  
Finance, Diversity & Workforce Development Committees 
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Chair Byrd – Yes 

Vice Chair Glover – Yes 

Commissioner Granbery – Yes 

The motion was passed with a vote of 3 to 0. 

 

IV. CHAIR’S REPORT 

Chair Byrd had no Chair’s report. 

 

V. ITEMS FOR APRPOVAL 

1. First Amendment to MNPD Lease Agreement 

President Kreulen introduced Eric Johnson, SVP, Chief Revenue Officer, to update the Commissioners 

on the MNPD Lease Agreement. Mr. Johnson stated the Metropolitan Government of Nashville and 

Davidson County (“Metro”) and the Airport Authority entered into a lease agreement on December 

22, 2022. The Airport Authority is responsible for the design and construction of a hangar for 

Metropolitan Nashville Police Department (“MNPD”). Metro is responsible for reimbursing the 

Airport Authority for the cost of the design and construction through supplemental rent . Metro has 

the right to terminate the Lease within 60 days from the date they were notified of the supplemental 

rent , no later than June 23, 2024. The property in question is 0.84 acres, or 36,624 square feet, of 

unimproved land at JWN (parcel 10). The key amendment terms include: 1)effective date is July 1, 

2024; 2) supplemental rent  is $66,746.54 monthly ($800,958.48 annually); 3) domestic water 

submeter will be installed to measure the consumption of water by Metro; and 4) Airport Authority 

grants Metro an access easement in, to, and across the drainage culvert located between the access 

road known as Tune Airport Drive and the Premises for the purpose of vehicular access to and from 

the Premises.   

 

Mr. Johnson stated the ground rent remains $83,367 annually and the supplemental rent begins July 

1, 2024 at $800,958.48 annually for payback of design and construction of hangar. New assets will 

vest in approximately 29 years. 

 

Mr. Johnson requested the Finance Committee recommend to the Board of Commissioners that it 

approve the First Amendment; and authorize the Chair and President and CEO to execute the First 
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Amendment. Mr. Johnson noted that the amendment requires approval by Metro Council via 

Resolution (by June 24, 2024) to reimburse the Airport Authority for design and construction costs. 

 

Chair Byrd stated the supplemental rent is basically the rent for the building itself, not for the ground 

lease. Mr. Johnson responded that is correct, it covers the design and construction costs, and 

associated testing and project and construction management costs for that project. Chair Byrd asked 

what the total cost of the facility itself is. Mr. Johnson replied the total cost is estimated to be 

$12,155,000. President Kreulen stated we estimated when the lease was signed in 2022 with Metro 

that we gave them a ballpark of less than $15M, to build a hangar with this size and design. MNAA 

designed it and thought that would be $1.5M and it cost MNAA $993K, and the initial hangar estimate 

was $12M and it ended up at $10.4M. Metro is getting an economies of scale, which is very beneficial. 

Chair Byrd stated so the rent reflects the economies of scale. President Kreulen replied yes. Chair 

Byrd asked if Director Kevin Crumbo was pleased with the proposal. President Kreulen replied he 

would think he is pleased because Metro did not have to fund the capital and the terms are a good 

deal for Metro. It also gives MNAA a long-term tenant.  

 

Commissioner Granbery asked what interest rate are we using. President Kreulen replied 5%. 

Commissioner Granbery asked if they exercise their option to terminate the lease if we still own the 

plans. President Kreulen stated that is a great question, and Metro would have to reimburse us for 

the $993K that we have spent to date on design. You would think it would be ours and we could have 

it built and see if someone wanted to rent it. Most likely we would put it back on the street because 

Metro is getting a good deal on the rent per square foot compared to what the competitive process 

is doing. Competitively others will pay more to get into that space. Commissioner Joslin stated almost 

double. President Kreulen stated if Metro decides to back out, MNAA would make more money. 

Commissioner Granbery asked if that is because they are getting a discount. President Kreulen replied 

MNAA is not allowed to give discounts, but at the time that this was proposed to us, they are getting 

that average rent from that time. Rent has gone up a good deal since then and if they back out, $1.50 

more would be added per square foot.  

 

Commissioner Granbery stated this does not carry a construction bond of any capacity. President 

Kreulen replied correct, at this point. Commissioner Glover asked if President Kreulen could point out 

the easement. President Kreulen showed Commissioner Glover the aviation side and the doors for 
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the helicopters to go in and out and in front of hangar is the road that is an easement to get in and 

out. President Kreulen stated this road services all of the other sites so everyone is paying to use that 

road. Chair Byrd asked if it is an access road. President Kreulen replied yes, it is an access road for all 

10 hangars. Commissioner Glover stated it looks good. Commissioner Granbery asked the name of 

the architect. Mr. Ramsey replied, Landrum & Associates. 

 

Chair Byrd asked for a motion to approve as presented. Commissioner Granbery made a motion and 

Vice Chair Glover seconded the motion.  

 

Chair Byrd asked Ms. Saxman for a roll call:  

Chair Byrd – Yes 

Vice Chair Glover – Yes 

Commissioner Granbery – Yes 

The motion was passed with a vote of 3 to 0.  

 

2. Amendment to IT Staffing Services Purchase Order 

President Kreulen introduced Randy Dorsten, AVP, Human Resources, to update the Commissioners 

on the Amendment to IT Staffing Services Purchase Order (“PO”). Mr. Dorsten stated this year MNAA 

had a staff augmentation services for Information Technology (“IT”) Terminal Operations Team. The 

initial PO value was around $400K. The IT team is responsible for the 24/7 common use platform 

services team, and costs have gone over that $400K, therefore an amendment for an additional 

$600K is needed. Those dollars were already budgeted in the MNAA IT budget,  which is running 

below budget as well. Mr. Dorsten asked  for the $600K incremental to pay for additional services 

rendered.   

 

President Kreulen stated he would like to add some clarification. These staffing services are for the 

13 personnel to get us up and running with the International Arrival Facility (“IAF”) and T gates, and 

to provide common use technology for any airlines to go in and out of those gates. This is on him, he 

stated,  and procedurally Mr. Dorsten can help solve this by improvements in managing staffing 

services as well as the procurement team. This PO was initially $400K and the CEO limit is $500K and 

anything above $500K needs to come to the Board. Staff did not catch it when this was going over 

because we knew the normal salaries and budgets were approved for our IT team budget and this 
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money was budgeted when we modified this PO. The bottom line is we have not paid this PO because 

it is restricted to the $400K. The funds would be taken out of the O&M account to pay this PO, and 

then close this project out. It is really an accounting matter of where the dollars will be transferred 

out of our normal IT salaries and budgets and pay this PO. This is correcting a challenge. Chair Byrd 

asked if it is a budgeting issue. President Kreulen replied no, the budget is there, and finance knows 

that the money is there. We did not go over budget, and we are still $1M under budget in IT. We had 

a problem with authorizing work to do and did not come back and correct this PO.  

 

Chair Byrd asked for a motion to approve as presented. Commissioner Granbery made a motion and 

Vice Chair Glover seconded the motion.  

 

Chair Byrd asked Ms. Saxman for a roll call:  

Chair Byrd – Yes 

Vice Chair Glover – Yes 

Commissioner Granbery – Yes 

The motion was passed with a vote of 3 to 0.  

 

3. Sublease Amendments for Fraport Concession Subtenants 

President Kreulen introduced Colleen Von Hoene, Associate Principal with Paslay Group, to present 

the Sublease Amendments for Fraport Concession Subtenants. Ms. Von Hoene stated MNAA has a 

Lease and Concession Agreement (Agreement) with Fraport, Tennessee, Inc. (Fraport) to develop a 

terminal-wide concessions program. The term of the agreement commenced on February 1, 2019, 

and will expire on January 31, 2029. Fraport has several existing subleases that require amendments 

to incorporate minor modifications to sublease terms. Since the sublease terms extend beyond the 

expiration of the Fraport Agreement, MNAA must therefore become a party to and consent to the 

sublease amendments so that all rights and obligations of the subleases to attorn to MNAA at the 

expiration of Fraport’s Lease and Concession Agreement.  

 

Ms. Von Hoene presented a chart showing a list of tenants, locations and change to sublease terms. 

The key changes to the terms are 1) deletion of Common Area Maintenance (“CAM”) fees, for 

concessions who are not in association with the common area; 2) revision to Grease Trap 

Maintenance where Fraport assesses costs to the tenants for maintenance of the Grease Trap system 
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to make sure the entire system is operating correctly; and 3) minor modification to operating hours 

for tenants that are adjacent and operating together.  

 

Chair Byrd asked if this is another extension. Ms. Von Hoene replied no, this is just minor 

modifications to lease terms, there is no term extension. These subleases were previously approved 

by MNAA and the Board but we now have to make minor modifications and this amendment requires 

Board approval. Commissioner Glover asked how many subleases we have in concessions. President 

Kreulen replied there are 102 retailers and restaurants. Commissioner Glover stated right, but asked 

how many subleases. President Kreulen replied Fraport has the overall lease, these are subleases to 

Fraport and the operators are doing work for Fraport and the reason we have to come back to the 

Board is because some of these leases go to 2030 and 2031. MNAA is a party to that lease and 

because it goes beyond the 2029 deadline for Fraport,  we are changing terms.   

 

Commissioner Glover stated that she understood  that part, but asked for further clarification on 

whether  any of the  leases are directly with the airport, using Burger King as an example.  Ms. Von 

Hoene replied MNAA has a contract with Fraport and Fraport goes in and subleases to each individual 

operator for the various locations.  Commissioner Glover asked Ms. Von Hoene to explain a little bit 

more on one shown on the chart, such as Transfare listed as the Tenant and Burger King as the 

location. Ms. Von Hoene stated when you see locations, that is the concept itself, the type of facility, 

for example. Transfare has a license agreement, and they are franchising with Burger King.  Fraport’s 

agreement is with Transfare and because the Transfare sublease with Fraport goes beyond 2029 we 

have to amend the agreement. Commissioner Glover replied she has that part, but she is confused 

over the naming. All of the locations are operating under another name because they are not Burger 

King in the agreement it is Transfare that  is leasing it, and she stated that she understands about the 

changes. She asked for clarification on whether Host TRN Nashville, with  Starbucks, Shake Shack, and 

Pharmacy Burger all under it, has 3 different subleases. Ms. Von Hoene replied no they have one 

sublease for multiple locations. Additionally, those are the locations that are specific to this 

amendment. Chair Byrd stated the location is owned by Host TRN, Starbucks is the management, 

they provide management services, and are not owned by Starbucks.  

 

President Kreulen stated when Fraport went out to lease those 102 spaces and put out packages, 

Host TRN won a number of locations, and they said if you pick them, they will put a Pharmacy Burger 
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here, and a Starbucks there, etc. Commissioner Glover stated that is not what the original question 

was and explained that she wanted  to know how many we deal directly with as tenants, or are they  

all of them under other names. Commissioner Granbery stated we only have 1 tenant, Fraport. 

Commissioner Glover stated yes, we are past that, they lease under the main tenant, and that there 

are 102 in total. She explained that she wanted a break down  as to how many tenants there are. Ms. 

Von Hoene replied we will give you a list of all the tenants and concepts at the Board Meeting.  

 

President Kreulen replied as an example, there is 1 Fraport, then 30 or so tenants and then 102 

locations. But regarding this amendment, we are lowering their costs and correcting the lease and 

Fraport is managing these Grease Traps so everyone pays their fair share and we do not allow stuff 

to clog up and overflow onto the ramp. Commissioner Granbery asked regarding deleting the CAM 

fees, if this is just down to the food court area of if there are hallways and restrooms outside the food 

court that are part of the overall CAM.  Ms. Von Hoene replied Fraport does not deal with the public 

areas, Fraport is responsible for maintaining common area food courts, which is the AB food court 

and the C triangle food court. Fraport develops them, pays for all the equipment, cleans everything, 

replaces everything that gets broken, and provides custodial service that is there throughout the day. 

Commissioner Granbery asked if in the common hallway outside the gates where there isn’t a 

concessionaire if there is a contribution from Fraport in that common area. Ms. Von Hoene replied 

no. President Kreulen stated if you think about it in terms of, here on the left side of this table is a 

concessionaire,  the airport is responsible for the common hallways and common restrooms and the 

window side where the airlines are located, they are paying rent for that side. We are responsible for 

any space that we didn’t rent to the airlines or concessions. Commissioner Granbery stated the 

reason we are approving the subleases is because the time differential for the end of the leases is 

that once Fraport is out of business, all of the leases revert back to MNAA. Ms. Von Hoene stated yes, 

MNAA becomes the landlord.  

 

Commissioner Glover asked Ms. Davita Taylor, VP, Procurement and Diversity, to explain the concept 

to her, adding that it bothers her because  she gets calls from people who want to be out here at the 

airport and refers them to the CEO. She does not have the proper understanding about it. She stated 

that she would really appreciate Ms. Taylor going over it. The last time Ms. Taylor explained it, she 

understood and took notes. Using a mall as an example,  Ms. Taylor stated that  Fraport  manages 

the mall and you have all those stores that are located inside the mall. Some of those folks who 
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operate Starbucks, Shake Shack, and Pharmacy Burger operate those under the tenant company 

name, Host TRN Nashville. Host TRN Nashville may have other concepts but for these particular ones, 

we are adding or deleting their CAM fees. For the 102 spots we may have, you will see those different 

names that show up as different tenants. They may operate different locations, whether it is a 

franchise agreement they may have, or their original concept, whatever they may look like, they will 

operate under a different name. You will rarely see somebody operate under Burger King and that 

be Burger King. Commissioner Glover stated she sees the Burger King name. Ms. Taylor replied yes 

you see Burger King, they own it as this company’s tenant name, and utilizing it under Transfare II. 

Ms. Taylor stated you will hardly see at any airport Starbucks operated by Starbucks. Ms. Von Hoene 

stated she will confirm the numbers. Commissioner Glover asked if we have litigation if it would be 

against  Fraport. President Kreulen replied yes, we are paying Fraport to manage those spaces for 

MNAA. 

 

Chair Byrd stated when we delete this CAM fee for a particular location, for a common area and 5 

tenants are no longer paying the CAM fee, if Fraport must raise the CAM fee to the remaining tenants. 

Ms. Von Hoene replied she will have to come back and tell the Commissioners what the impact is on 

the tenants. Fraport manages the cost associated with the Common Area Maintenance and she did 

not want to give a swag she would like to tell you what the effects are and she did not know how 

long they were paying them, but she will get back to the Commissioners. Chair Byrd asked that if they 

could get answers to these questions at the next Board meeting to clear up any confusion as to how 

exactly this is being handled, that would be very useful. 

 

Ms. Von Hoene requested  that the Finance Committee recommend to the Board of Commissioners 

that it approve the six (6) sublease amendments; and authorize the Chair and President & CEO to 

execute the sublease amendments. 

 

Chair Byrd asked for a motion to approve as presented. Commissioner Granbery made a motion and 

Vice Chair Glover seconded the motion.  

 

Chair Byrd asked Ms. Saxman for a roll call:  

Chair Byrd – Yes 

Vice Chair Glover – Yes 
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Commissioner Granbery – Yes 

The motion was passed with a vote of 3 to 0.  

 

VI. INFORMATION ITEMS 

1. BNA Concessions Program Update (including Quarterly Sales Report) 

Ms. Von Hoene stated today we will give a recap of how concession sales went for the 1st quarter 

of 2024 and also an update on Fraport’s development of Concourse D extension locations. Ms. 

Von Hoene stated that this is airport wide concessions sales so it represents both Fraport’s 

program and Paradies’ program at Satellite Concourse. The January through March 2024 

concession sales overall for the 1st quarter were $40.8M which is 11.5% increase over the same 

period last year, versus a 4% growth in enplanements. As you can see, we still have very positive 

sales growth even over the rate of growth in enplanements. Breaking it down, Fraport sales were 

$39.1M which is $16.95 in terms of sales per enplanements, and enplanements that are specific 

to the terminal concessions program. Paradies sales, the Satellite Concourse, were $1.7M with 

sales per enplanements of $7.47 and that is only the enplanement base for the Satellite 

Concourse, the carriers that operate out of the Satellite Concourse. Ole Red, the top  performer 

for the sit down restaurants,  continues to be a very strong performer; for quick service food, Chik-

fil-A is top performer and Hattie B’s is right behind it; for news and gift, Evolve and TN Trading 

Post are the top performers; and specialty retail, Whiskey Trailhead and True to TN are the top 

performers.  

 

Commissioner Granbery asked what the natural break is on sales for Fraport and Paradies. Ms. 

Von Hoen stated she does not have that number and will get back with it. Chair Byrd asked if they 

ever receive any reports back from the other restaurants that are offering food in terms of how 

are they doing. Ms. Von Hoene asked Chair Byrd to please repeat his question. Chair Byrd replied 

that he is basically trying to make sure our tenants are happy. Commissioner Glover stated this is 

great, Hattie B’s is doing well. President Kreulen agreed stating Hattie B’s competing with Chick-

fil-A is huge, and noted that we get rent plus a percentage of the profit. President Kreulen stated 

to Chair Byrd’s point, we receive a monthly update from Fraport on how the concessions program 

performs and Ms. Von Hoene gives us  quarterly evaluations, so we know who is doing well and 

who is struggling. Our team and Fraport work together and if any concessions are having issues, 
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they figure out if there something that can be done better to market themselves, or other ways to 

get more business. Chair Byrd stated yes, they are the ones that pay the rent and we just don’t 

want to be replacing a lot of people. President Kreulen stated, knock on wood, we have not had 

to do that yet and that is not typical when you go to other airports. Some will be closed because 

whoever was operating that food or retail space  is not making enough money and wanted to pull 

out. If that happens at BNA, Fraport would notify us that it is going to happen, and they would go 

solicit to a future tenant and negotiate a deal with them and hopefully that tenant would be 

successful.  

 

Ms. Von Hoene replied we do internally review with Fraport and if Fraport has its eyes on some 

performers that they think are not performing as well as they could. It does not necessarily mean 

that they are going to exit, it just means their performance appears to be lacking, and Fraport is 

the primary tenant and is in charge of working with them to help them improve whether it is 

changing product, changing the way the product is displayed, or a variety of different things 

operationally that can improve their performance. It is Fraport’s responsibility as MNAA’s 

contractor to do that. We do all look at it. Chair Byrd stated yes, they are helping pay the rent. 

Commissioner Granbery asked if we have the capacity if the tenant does not reach a certain sales 

projection that can we terminate the lease. Ms. Von Hoene replied she does not believe so, but 

she will confirm.  

 

Commissioner Granbery stated it is pretty common in the mall because you want successful 

tenants. Ms. Von Hoene replied she does not believe we have that, but she will look at the 

sublease terms. Commissioner Glover asked if MNAA requires audited financial statement each 

year. Ms. Von Hoene replied yes, Fraport is required to provide an audited statement annually. 

Commissioner Glover asked what the requirements of the subleases are. Ms. Von Hoene replied 

she cannot recall the audit requirements of the individual subleases but will bring it back to the 

Commissioners. 

 

Ms. Von Hoene replied there are 8 new concession locations that Fraport is developing in the 

Concourse D extension. The 30% design review deadline is May 31, 2024 and 5 locations have 

been approved at 30%, well in advance of the date. Two of the locations have received 30% design 
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reviews, they were asked to make minor modifications to their store front designs and submit 

revised drawings. The last location will be reviewed this afternoon. We are in good shape to meet 

the 30% design approval date and the next major deadline is the construction start date of March 

4, 2025, and that is basically when MNAA turns over the space for construction. Ms. Von Hoene 

presented several initial renderings from the 30% design. New Heights and The Castle are two 

restaurants that are in that big concession core. Commissioner Granbery asked what the Nashville 

Soccer Club has to do with The Castle. Ms. Von Hoene replied that the operator of The Castle has 

a license agreement with Nashville Soccer Club, similar to what the Titans and Smashville have. 

President Kreulen replied Nashville Soccer Club is very excited to be coming into the airport. Ms. 

Von Hoene presented another rendering showing the Martini Bar which will serve Frothy Monkey 

coffee in the morning and cocktails at night.  

 

2. Quarterly Retirement/OPEB/Treasury Investment Reports 

President Kreulen introduced Kristy Bork, AVP, Finance, to present the Quarterly 

Retirement/OPEB/Treasury Investment Reports. Ms. Bork stated this report is for the third quarter 

of the fiscal year, which covers the time period from January 1, 2024 through March 31, 2024. The 

Retirement Plan market value was $83.5M, which is an increase of $2.1M over the prior quarter and 

our gross return for the quarter was 4.19%, beating the benchmark of 3.86%. 

 

Ms. Bork stated the OPEB market value was $42.8M, which is an increase of $1.8M over the prior 

quarter and our gross return for the quarter was 5.1%, which is also above the benchmark of 4.91%.  

 

Ms. Bork stated that the Quarterly Treasury Investment Report for MNAA had a very good quarter. 

During the 3rd quarter FY2024 MNAA had total available funds of $1.20B with 99.4% of those funds 

invested. We had $6.6M in DDA accounts. Our investment portfolio was in compliance and meeting 

our policy objectives for the quarter. The 3rd quarter 2024 earnings were $13.2M. The earnings were 

more than 3Q 2023, even with fewer deposits, due to increased interest rates and the timing of the 

2022 bond proceeds. If you remember from last quarter, it was mentioned that you might see this 

taper off because of the expectation that the Feds would start lowering rates on fixed income 

investments which is what we are invested in, and if you have watched the markets that really has 

not happened. We did have another really good quarter, rates were down slightly, but our overall 
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combined returns for the quarter were over 5%. 

 

VII. ADJOURN 

There being no further business brought before the Finance Committee, Chair Byrd adjourned the 

meeting at 9:59 a.m.  

 
 
             ___________________________________ 
             Andrew W. Byrd, Board Secretary 
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STAFF ANALYSIS 
Finance Committee 

 

Date: June 5, 2024 

Facility: Metropolitan Nashville Airport Authority 

Subject: FY25 Commercial Insurance Policies Renewal 

I. Recommendation 

Staff requests the Finance Committee recommend to the Board of Commissioners that it: 

1) approve the FY25 Commercial Insurance policies renewal at a Not-To-Exceed (“NTE”) amount 
of $5,338,848 

2) authorize President and CEO to execute the FY25 Commercial Insurance policies. 

II. Analysis  

A. Background 

Each year, with consultation from Davidson Consulting and Marsh, MNAA evaluates moving our 
insurance renewal dates from July 1st to March 1st.  It was recommended by Marsh that a March 1st 
renewal date could be advantageous for our property insurance as it is before hurricane season.  
While a hurricane loss is not expected in Nashville, the insurer would be looking at their overall 
portfolio which could have a negative effect on Nashville.  On the other hand, the insurers negotiate 
their rates at the beginning of the calendar year, which allows MNAA to gain a better understanding 
of market conditions and projected pricing prior to our renewal which would not be achieved with 
a March 1st renewal date.  While there may be advantages for the property insurance date to move 
up, MNAA also believes the advantages of a having better insight on the market conditions as well 
as having all policies renewing at the same time would be in MNAA’s best interest, therefore MNAA 
plans to renewal all policies effective July 1st going forward.    

Based on MNAA’s annual Renewal Strategy Planning Meeting with Marsh and Bob Davidson, it was 
decided that Marsh would conduct targeted marketing on select lines of coverage as they 
performed extensive marketing in the previous year.   

B. Impact/Findings 

FY2024 and FY2025 Renewal Comparison and Variance 
FY24 Total Policy Premiums Executed $                  5,092,003 
Projected Annual Premium Increase for FY25 $                     246,845 
FY25 Proposed Program Premiums $                  5,338,848 
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The proposed program premiums are within the FY25 budgeted insurance for BNA, JWN and MPC 
approved by the Board April 17, 2024. 

The details of each line of coverage, excluding the applicable limits are provided in Table 1 
(page 6), are: 

1) Property & Property Excess:  $3,467,226 policy period July 1, 2024 to July 1, 2025 

This represents an estimated 7.3% increase over the prior year.  The estimate for the property 
insurance is based on initial discussions with our insurer FM Global, as property insurers tend 
to submit bids 15 days before the expiration of the previous policy.  Marsh also reached out to 
the other insurers who provided quotes or were interested in the property program last year 
to determine their level of interest.  Currently, these other insurers pricing levels are 15% higher 
than FM Global. One contributor to the increase in premiums is that the Total Insured Value 
(“TIV”) is increasing (19%) from the prior year amount of $2,505,934,343 to $2,991,121,555. 
The increase in the TIV is due to an increase in the replacement values on current assets as well 
as the addition of the grand lobby/IAF and the satellite concourse.  During FY24, MNAA was 
contacted by our property insurer Affiliated FM (AFM) and told that our account was being 
transferred to their parent company FM Global due to the size of the account.  Bi-annually, 
Marsh runs a maximum foreseeable loss model for fire, convective storms and earthquakes, 
and based on the models, Marsh feels that MNAA is adequately covered and does not need to 
increase the policy limit. 

Once Marsh receives the quotes from the carriers and evaluates the terms and conditions, 
Marsh will approach the insurer to evaluate the possibility of MNAA self-insuring a portion of 
the coverage (through an increase in the deductibles) as was done in the previous year.  Since 
the property premium is over 65% of our total insurance premiums, Marsh indicated that this 
would be the area in which we could see the most impact if MNAA chose to self-insure with 
higher deductibles which MNAA did in FY24.  Marsh does not expect to receive quotes from the 
carriers until about 15 days before the expiration of the previous policy so the evaluation of the 
self-insurance portion cannot happen until the quote is received and negotiations of the 
policies are completed. 

Two years ago, MNAA engaged Anderson Kreiger to find an outside insurance consultant to 
review MNAA’s insurance program.  Anderson Kreiger engaged Albert Risk Management 
Consultants (ARMC) to conduct the review.  One recommended area for discussion with Marsh 
was to evaluate the named perils vs. all risk (subjected to excluded perils).  Based on discussion 
with Marsh, our property insurance is considered an all risk except for four bridges.  Last year 
when the quotes for the property insurance policy were received, Marsh requested the 
exceptions be removed, which was declined by AFM.  Marsh indicated that they would 
approach our new property insurer, FM Global, to see if they will remove any exceptions.    

In FY24, MNAA engaged Marsh to conduct appraisals of various buildings and infrastructure.  
Marsh conducted appraisals of 15 buildings, including the terminal building, and 4 bridges.  The 
result was an increase of approximately $158M to the TIV which was reflected above.  Due to 
bridges being insured under a named peril, MNAA selected bridges to be evaluated.  The 
appraised value for one of the bridges came in higher than with previous values and due to the 
bridge collapse in Baltimore, property insurers are seeking to limit their exposure associated 
with higher valued bridges with a sublimit. MNAA may need to pursue additional coverage to 
ensure we are properly covered.   MNAA will continue appraising, on a rotating basis, MNAA’s 
assets to ensure that they are properly reflected as part of the TIV. 
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2) Fine Arts:  $7,726 policy period July 1, 2024, to July 1, 2025 

The fine arts policy is expecting a minimal increase of $10 from the prior year due to the total 
insurable value increasing from $4,134,383 to $4,139,903. 

3) Aviation General Liability:  $253,961 policy period July 1, 2024, to July 1, 2025 

This premium is the third year of a three-year policy negotiated last year.  It was intended to 
lock Chubb into a three-year policy and then determine if the premium increase (11% increase) 
was favorable in the current market conditions.  Marsh believes that the current rate is 
favorable.  This policy is unable to be negotiated for a fourth year and will be marketed next 
year. 

4) Excess Aviation General Liability:  $131,745 period July 1, 2024 – July 1, 2025 

This premium is the second year of a two-year policy negotiated last year.  It was intended to 
lock Chubb into a two-year policy and then determine if the premium increase was favorable 
to market conditions.  A recent trend in the market is the reduction of war risk coverage under 
the aviation liability policies.  Chubb reduced the war risk all allied perils limit from $500 million 
to $350 million.  Once this policy is bound, Marsh intends to look at other alternative options 
to cover this decrease in the limit. An extra $30,000 was included in the estimated premium to 
cover the additional coverage Marsh will be seeking.   

5) Worker’s Compensation:  $273,105 policy period July 1, 2024 – July 1, 2025 

Marsh reached out to seven carriers to quote on the worker’s compensation policy.  Two of the 
insurers gave quotes on our policies and the incumbent, Starr, had the lowest premium.  Four 
of the seven insurers indicated that they are no longer writing worker’s compensation policies 
or specifically not writing aviation worker’s compensation policies.  One carrier declined to 
quote based on our recent loss activity.  Starr has quoted a premium of $273,105, based on 
projected payroll of $50,000,000 (prior year $39,400,000), which represents a 27% premium 
increase.  The experience modification factor increased from 0.69 to 0.77 due to an increase in 
claims.  Starr completes an annual audit of the payroll and will provide a return premium if 
actual payroll is less than projected.     

6) Automobile:  $196,366 policy period July 1, 2024 – July 1, 2025 

The Automobile premium quote of $196,366 represents an increase of 30.5%.  The increase is 
due to several factors: 1) several recent claims; 2) an increase in the number of units (158 in 
the current year versus 152 in the prior year), with most of the recently added autos being 
newer and more expensive.  Marsh is marketing this policy to other insurers including Starr who 
currently writes our worker’s compensation policy.  Starr did quote a lower premium than our 
incumbent, Selective, however the coverage was not the same.  Marsh is currently reviewing 
coverage and has asked Starr to amend their terms, so the coverage mirrors the expiring 
Selective coverage.  Starr will require specific controls on drivers and may exclude drivers due 
to adverse driving records.  The estimate used above is the quote from Selective. 

7) Cyber Liability/Network Security:  $152,204 policy period July 1, 2024 – July 1, 2025 

The premiums for the above policies were quoted at $152,204 represents an increase of 4.8%.  
The increase is primarily due to MNAA’s revenue increases from $312,265,843 to $440,923,258.  
Marsh is still reviewing the primary layers terms and conditions and has indicated that the 
insurer has included some coverage enhancements. 
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8) Management Liability (D&O/EPL/Fiduciary Liability/Crime):  $364,667 policy period July 1, 
2024 – July 1, 2025 

The premiums for the above policies were collectively quoted at $364,667 which represents a 
6.2% increase.  Part of the increase is due to MNAA’s growth in total assets, fiduciary plan assets 
and employee counts (which impact pricing).  The increase is also influenced by an open claim. 

9) Special Crime:  Policy period July 1, 2023 – July 1, 2026 ($0 premium due for FY25) 

This is the second year of a three-year policy.  The total three-year premium of $6,816 was paid 
in FY24.  Each year’s premium is $2,272. 

10) Pollution Legal Liability:  Policy period July 1, 2023 – July 1, 2026 ($0 premium due for FY25) 

This is the second year of a three-year policy with Beazley.  The total three-year premium of 
$97,837 was paid in FY24.  Each year’s premium is approximately $32,612 with policy 
retention of $500,000. 

11) Contractor’s Pollution Liability:  Policy period July 1, 2023 – July 1, 2028 ($0 premium due 
for FY25) 

This is the second year of a five-year policy.  The five-year policy term is similar to the rolling 
OCIP program since both policies cover MNAA’s risk associated with contractors.  The total 
five-year premium of $252,111 was paid in FY24.  Each year’s premium is approximately 
$50,422.   

12) Law Enforcement Professional:  $294,182 policy period July 1, 2024 – July 1, 2025 

This policy is estimated at $228,182 for a $10M limit.  The renewal strategy was to approach 
the incumbent carriers and negotiate the best possible terms, but also to seek additional 
limited options from both incumbent and prospective new carriers.  Marsh is currently awaiting 
renewal quotations from incumbent carriers.  The estimated premiums are based on market 
increases except for the second excess layers which is included in our general aviation policy 
with Chubb at $66,000.  Total estimated premium is $294,182 ($228,182 + $66,000). 

13) Additional Fees/Surplus Taxes/Premiums: $197,666 

An additional contingency of $197,666 is added to the NTE approval amount to account for 
the following: 

• Per review of prior year insurance invoices, additional fees and surplus taxes were 
added to several premiums.  This contingency should cover these fees. 

• Contingency will be used to cover any additional premiums in case the actual policy 
comes in higher than the quotes or estimates. 

• Contingency will be used to cover any deductibles or small claims. 

• Contingency will be used to cover any additional premiums if we need to obtain 
additional coverage for our named peril bridges. 

C. Strategic Priorities 

• Invest in BNA/JWN 

• Prepare for the Unexpected 
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D. Options/Alternatives 

Non-approval of the FY25 commercial insurance policy renewal will result in lack of insurance 
coverage and would require the Authority to cover all its insurable risk exposures from the 
operating budget. 
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Table 1 

 

Insurance Program Primary Limit 

 
 

Excess Limit  
Estimated Premiums 

FY25 
Property  $1,000,000,000  

 
 $2,610,307  

Property Excess  $625,000,000 $856,919 
Fine Arts $4,139,903  

 
 $7,726  

Aviation General Liability Primary  $100,000,000     $253,961  
Aviation General Liability Excess 

 
$400,000,000  $131,745  

Worker’s Comp  $1,000,000   $50,000,000  $273,105 
Auto  $1,000,000   $50,000,000  $196,366  
Cyber  $5,000,000  $5,000,000  $152,204  
FINEX Package (D&O, Fiduciary, Crime, SCR) 
Primary and Excess 

 $15,000,000  $10,000,000  $364,667  

Special Crime 3yr $1,000,000  $0 
Pollution 3yr $5,000,000  $0 
Contractor’s Pollution Liability 5yr $5,000,000  $0 
Law Enforcement Professional  $10,000,000  

 
 $294,182  

Additional Fees/Surplus Taxes/Premiums N/A N/A  $197,666  

TOTALS:    $5,338,848 
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